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Causality – Reality 

It will be never possible to identify the proverbial butterfly which, 
with a flap of a wing at the other side of the planet, initiated a 
recent storm in Singapore

The butterfly metaphor is memorable
But do we really care which butterfly initiated the storm?

There are great many events which contribute to the initial flap for 
it to cause the storm

In complex situations it is the accumulation of many small, 
individually insignificant events (causes), which triggers a 
catastrophe – a drift into failure

The key question is not – what is the cause of a failure? 
The critical unknown is – when will we reach the tipping point?



The accumulation of small maintenance mistakes may lead to an extreme event



Global Financial crisis

The accumulation of small toxic loans may lead to an extreme event – global financial crisis



20 years of 

Experimental Research
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PROBLEM

Research Hypothesis

Complexity of our social, economic, geopolitical and technological environments is relentlessly 
increasing

Our organisations are deterministic and are designed to work in a deterministic environment 
(i.e., to meet predictable demands)

Complex environments are characterised by: 

• Frequent unpredictable disruptive events such as: 

• unexpected changes in demand and supply

• cancellations, delays, modifications

• failures, fraud, electronic attacks

• A drift into failure – an occasional extreme event created by the accumulation of many small, 
individually insignificant causes such as: 

• repeated mistakes and omissions

• systematic fraud

Deterministic (rigidly structured) organisations and bureaucracy cannot cope with complex environments

SOLUTION

Design complexity into organisations to make them adaptive, i.e., able to: 
• Cope with unpredictable disruptive events
• Prevent a drift into failure
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Experiments in  

Managing Complexity

Design and implement large-scale complex adaptive systems for 
commercial clients using trial-and-error method

Observe how they behave during the design stage (e.g., tuning
and testing) and when operating in a complex market 
environment

From observations (rather than speculations) discover 
fundamental concepts, principles, theories and methods of 
complexity science

Apply discovered principles, theories and methods to solve 
practical complex problems
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Complexity

Complexity is a property of open systems consisting of a very large 
number of diverse components, called agents, engaged in rich 
interaction and without central control 

CONNECTIVITY
Brain: degree of connectivity = 1,000
Left- and right-hand sides differently
wired

AUTONOMY OF AGENTS 
Limited by laws, regulations, norms

EMERGENT PROPERTIES 
Emerge from agent interactions

NONEQUILIBRIUM
Frequent disruptive events

NONLINEARITY
Amplification, self-acceleration

SELF-ORGANISATION
Adaptation, conflict resolution

CO-EVOLUTION
Irreversible changes
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Self-Organisation: the Golden 

Property of Complex Systems

Complex Systems, when hit by a disruptive event       
(such as: disruption of demand or supply, failure, fraud, attack) 

self-organise with the aim of eliminating or at least 

reducing consequences of disruption (Adaptation)

Those who start a war, as a rule, finish as losers
Dictatorships provoke underground political activities
Prohibition results in a thriving black economy
Censorships provoke leaks and, if it is extreme, it results in “samizdat”
Failure of a transportation resource (a truck) results in rescheduling of orders

Complex systems can be tuned to self-organise effectively



Two Worldviews: Two Mindsets

DETERMINISTIC WORLD
World is created according to a “grand 
design”

FUTURE IS PREDICTABLE 

There is universal law which predicts 
everything. We are waiting for it to be 
discovered

UNCERTAINTY = 0

If we feel uncertainty tis is due to our lack 
of knowledge about the world
As we learn our uncertainty decreases

Time and space invariance

CAUSE-EFFECT relationship once 
established is always valid

COMPLEX WORLD
World irreversibly and unpredictably evolves
From primordial soup to global village

FUTURE IS NOT GIVEN

Future emerges from billions of interactions 
among constituent agents

0 < UNCERTAINTY < 1

Uncertainty is an inherent  property of 
complexity
Uncertainty cannot be reduced by learning

“Becoming” is as important as “being”

CAUSE-EFFECT relationship is different for 
every case



Two Worldviews: Two Mindsets

DETERMINISTIC WORLD COMPLEX WORLD

384 BC Aristotle 
Deductive logic; Classical physics

The world consists of matter and energy (he ignored 

information)

1643 Newton
Natural laws are valid at any time and at any 

location

1879 Einstein 
“God does’nt play dice with universe”

“Time is an illusion”

600 BC Buddha 
“The mind is everything. What you think you become”

535 BC Heraclitus 
“You could not step twice into the same river”

1831 James Clerk Maxwell
Wrote about “a new kind of knowledge” that would 

overcome the prejudice of determinism

1902 Karl Popper
In a deterministic world it would be impossible to 

choose or create

1917 Prigogine – father of Complexity
“The end of certainty”

“Future is not given”



Global Digital Network

The Internet of 
Documents
45 billions of documents

The Internet of 
People
3.2 billions of people

The Internet of
Things
50 billions of things

The Internet of 
Values



21st Century is 

the Century of Complexity

2000 2016

3.2 
billions

738 millions

40% of population

9% of population

In the last 16 years
the number of 
Internet users increased
From 9% to 40% of
world population

7.5
billions



Global Connectivity Ranking

1 United States 

2 Singapore  

3 Sweden  

4 Switzerland 

5 United Kingdom 

The Global Connectivity Index (GCI) 2016 from Huawei



The Internet-Based Global Market

Billions of
Suppliers
Traders
Investors
Consultants
Customers
make, 
modify or
break 
transactions

Demand and
Supply are
“far from
Equilibrium”



Technology for building tools 

capable of managing complexity



How Virtual Agents Allocate 

Resources to Demands

Ontology

Data 

Demand Agents

Resource Agents

Virtual World

Degree of connectivity
normally between 
10 and 100
Ontology limits autonomy
of agents
Computational search 
replaced with an exchange
of messages 
Agent negotiate with each
other - interaction
Demand Agents search
for resources
Resource Agents search
for demands
The goal is to rapidly find 
a satisfactory solution and
then, if there is time, 
continue searching
for improvements

User

Virtual World is Complex Adaptive Software



An Example of Ontology



Order 1 Agent 

Truck 1 Agent 

Trip 1 Agent

Truck 2 Agent 

Trip 2 Agent

Trip 3 Agent

Trip 4 Agent 

Trip 5 Agent

Cargo Agents 

Cargo Agents 

Cargo Agents 

Cargo Agents 
- Level of Satisfaction: High

- Level of Satisfaction: Middle

Trip Group Agent
Cargo Group Agent

- Level of Satisfaction: Low

Cargo Agents 

Enterprise 
Agent

Order 2 is arriving 

Agent Negotiation

When complexity is high
there is evidence of
Emergent intelligence
and
Emergent creativity



Managing Complexity



A Typical Architecture for 

Managing Complexity

Complex Environment
Consider a complex
global social, economic or 
geopolitical system



A Typical Architecture for 

Managing Complexity

Complex Environment

Organisation

An organisation
that is designed as a
deterministic system with
fixed strategic, tactical
and operational plans
will not be able to prosper
within a dynamic,
ever-changing environment



A Typical Architecture for 

Managing Complexity

Ontology

Complex Environment

Organisation

To enable an organisation
to prosper under conditions
of complexity it is necessary
to make it adaptable
The first step is to construct
ontology, which contains 
knowledge how the
organisation operates



A Typical Architecture for 

Managing Complexity

The second step is to design
a Virtual World, which 
(1) Models the current state 
of the real world as a network 
of interacting agents, where 
agents have “requisite granularity”
(2) monitors disruptive events
(3) reschedules resources in 
the affected part of the 
organisation, without 
disrupting the rest, with the 
aim of eliminating or at least
reducing consequences of 
disruption
Agents that work within the 
Virtual World consult ontology
before they act

Virtual World of Software Agents

Current State Next State

Virtual World

Ontology

Current State Event Next State

Complex Environment

Organisation



A Typical Architecture for 

Managing Complexity

The final step is to 
establish communication 
between Virtual and Real 
Worlds 
Monitoring of the Real 
World Is done by Agents 
autonomously (without 
human intervention)
Agents send information 
about the proposed Next 
State either directly to 
systems or to users
for comments/approval
Strategic inputs are sent
to ontology

Virtual World of Software Agents

Forecast

Current State Next State

Virtual World populated by Agents

Ontology

Current State Event Next State

Complex Environment

Organisation



Adaptive Organisations as 

Communities of Interacting Agents

Adaptive organisations are configured as communities 

(clusters) of agents working on a common task and 

therefore engaged in rich interaction with each other 

Clusters interact less intensely through sparse links

Cluster-like 
structures 
prevent
instabilities 
created in 
one cluster
to spread to 
other clusters

cluster 1

cluster 2

cluster 3

cluster 4





Examples of solutions to complex 

problems that cannot be solved with 

conventional methods



Real-Time Logistics for the 

International Space Station 
Mission Critical Application

Logistics for the delivery of crew and 
cargo to the International Space 
Station

Frequent delivery of diverse cargo 
Some items critical to survival of 
astronauts

Frequent change of requirements

Restricted room on the spacecraft

Dealing with rocket failures

Cargo Agents negotiate with 
Spacecraft Agents how to load the 
spacecraft

Scheduling of astronaut duties in 
space



Real-Time Management of Taxis

Real-time scheduling of 
2,000 minicabs in London

More than 13,000 orders 
per day

More than 1,500 orders per 
hour in rush hours (2 orders 
per second) 

Guaranteed pick up of 
clients within 15 min’s

A wide variety of needs and 
of types of vehicles

Scheduler takes into 
account personal driver 
preferences



Real-Time Management of 

Seagoing Tankers

Real-Time Management System for a 
London based company managing 10% of 
the total seagoing tanker capacity in the 
world
300,000-ton tankers
500 cargos per year
Voyage costs £1million per 45 days
Typical revenue £2.6million for a voyage 
Gulf to the US 
Managing queuing before entering 
Panama canal
Managing loading/unloading in ports and 
canals
Frequent changes in market fees 
depending on demand and supply



Real-Time Management of 

Car Rentals

Real-Time Scheduler for the 
European operation of one of the 
largest rent-a-car companies in the 
world

Sequences of operations

Delivering & washing cars

Returning drivers

No-shows, human errors, delays

Large delivery territory



Semantic Processing by Agent 

Negotiation

Software that reads and evaluates

abstracts of scientific papers for a

research institute

An Agent is assigned to each word

in a sentence

Word Agents consult ontology for

possible meanings for each word 

Word Agents negotiate among 

themselves which candidate 
meaning is the most appropriate



Examples of adaptive solutions 

of complex problems, which are 

more effective than conventional 

solutions 



A Family of Space Robots

robot 3  

robot 4  

robot 5

robot 1

robot 2



Knowledge Extraction from Big Data 

by Agent Negotiation

Software for extracting knowledge
from continuously changing data 
for an insurance company
An Agent is assigned to new 
record as it arrives
Record Agent applies to join the
most appropriate cluster and
negotiates with the Cluster Agent 
joining conditions
If no appropriate cluster is found,
Record Agent will try to form a 
new cluster with appropriate 
records that already belong to 
a cluster 

cluster 1

cluster 2

cluster 3

cluster 4



A380 Wing Design:

Identifying Clashes

A380 wing has approx. 10,000 
parts and cannot be 
accommodated by CAD 
systems

Design work distributed 
among hundreds of designers

Undetected clashes create 
problems in later stages of 
product design, release and 
manufacturing

The later the problem is 
resolved the higher the cost, 
time and potential 
profitability impact A complex adaptive software installed on a laptop identified all

clashes in several hours
A grid of 10 IBM mainframes required two weeks



Real-Time Management of 

Coca Cola Supply Chain

Distribution of Coca Cola 
products across Germany

SaaS on subscription

Reduction in delivery 
costs by 20%

7% Improvement in 
order fulfilment within 
the first month

Enabled the supplier to 
meet all service level 
requirements and to 
accommodate late 
changes to orders



Real-Time Management of 

LEGO Global Supply Chain

One of the largest global 
supply networks with over 
50,000 retail outlets

A Pilot has been developed 
and implemented

Reduction in lost sales from 
40% to 16%

Increase in service level 
from 66% to 86%

Increase in profitability 
from 56% to 81%



Real-Time Management of 

Road Transport

Real-Time Truck & driver scheduling 
for a large client in the UK 

200 trucks (own and 3rd party)

4,000 transportation instructions

600 locations

3 cross docks

Dynamic routing

Cross docking

Strict rules for driver working hours



Real-Time Scheduling of Trains

Regional Siberian 
Railways with 5,000 
km of tracks, carrying 5 
million passengers and 
transporting 70 million 
tones of freight per 
annum

Extreme weather 
conditions

Frequent 
infrastructure failures

Endemic train delays



Real-Time Scheduler for 

Manufacture

One of the largest car manufacturers
has 45 factories worldwide which rely 
on each other for timely delivery of 
components
Each factory has ERP system which
requires approx. 8 hours to plan
production
As soon as production starts, dealers
start requesting changes to 
specifications of previously ordered
cars
ERP systems working in batch mode
cannot cope with disruptions



Real-Time Management of a

Swarm of Satellites 

A network of small commercial 
satellites each with a different 
capability available for hire for 
observation tasks
If the number of orders is small 
distribution of tasks can be 
done by a central control 
system
If it is high, agent negotiation is 
much more effective
An agent is assigned to every 
task and every satellite
Task agents negotiate with 
satellite agents how to assign 
tasks to satellites
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Next State

Complex Environment
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Changing an Organisation from 

Rigid to Adaptive

Design and implement organisational knowledge base and 
virtual world to enable the allocation of available 
resources to arriving orders in real time

Forecast

Current State Next State

Virtual World

Ontology

Current State
Event

Next State

Complex Environment

Distribute decision-making and configure organisational chart as a 
network of interconnected clusters centred around self-contained 
business processes to encourage interactive decision making and
to impede propagation of instabilities from one cluster to another

Under favourable market conditions: 
Tighten up regulations and increase control over organisational agents 
(i.e., decrease their autonomy) to reduce the occurrence of errors, omissions and fraud 

Under economic crisis conditions:
Loosen up regulations constraining organisational agents (i.e., increase their autonomy) 
to encourage creative behaviour to facilitate a rapid exit from recession



Causality – Reality 

• In deterministic systems understanding of the 

cause-effect relationship enables us to eliminate 

undesirable effects by removing their causes

• Complex systems eliminate undesirable effects 

by self-organising without any external 

intervention

• Self-organisation of complex systems under our 

control can be tuned to match environmental 

conditions – “requisite complexity”


